WE ARE YOUR MASTER KEY
FOR ITALY
Our experience begins in 2015 throughout
Florence and Tuscany with the identification
of hotels, restaurants, beaches, museums and
accessible itineraries.

YOUR
PASSEPARTOUT
FOR

Since 2015 we have welcomed people with
physical,

sensory

and

intellectual-relational

disabilities, organizing:
• Art and Culture holidays or at the seaside,

ITALY

in hotels or residences;
• Tour of Tuscany (Florence, Siena, Pisa) for
individuals and groups;
• Food and wine experiences.

The Plus Planet services met over the years the
favor of our customers, who requested new
destinations such as Rome, Venice, Naples, Lake
Garda, the Langhe.
We extended our offer and we are pleased to

Accessible Tourism by The Plus Planet
Via delle Panche, 79/81- 50141 Florence - Italy
Ph.: +39 055 5274578
E-mail: accessibletourism@theplusplanet.com

show you our first catalog “Accessible Tourism
2019 - Wherever is possible”.

www.accessibletourism.it
by

Tours
Specialized in organizing accessible tours
in Italy, for any type of disability: every tour,
whether artistic, naturalistic or based on food

Hotels

and wine experience, is designed to overcome

We carefully select the best accommodation

any type of handicap.

facilities to ensure that they meet all accessibility

Our guides are able to choose the most suitable

Equipment and Assistance

standards and offer the best comfort for our

places and environments to allow you to enjoy

It‘s not always easy to travel abroad, far

customers.

your tour in the most accessible way.

from the aids that every day help people with

We have customers from all over the world,

disability to move, to walk or simply to live their

enthusiastic of our expert travel agents, that

daily life.

will be able to manage any kind of request.

Accessible Tourism can help you to solve these

Transfer

problems and make any destination accessible:

We are able to organize accessible transfers for

we can rent aids for disabled people such as

individuals or groups.

walkers, crutches or manual and electric

We can provide you private adapted vehicles with

wheelchairs.

driver, from minivans to coaches; we also have

We can also provide professional nursing

rental cars with manual controls and minivan

assistance, directly at your Hotel.

with ramp.

The nursing services are available both in

Taxi service with equipped vehicles is available too.

Italian and in English.

